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IV. Methods

I. Background
Account Sharing Habits
According to a study conducted by SurveyMonkey, more than one-third of
workers in the U.S. share accounts with their coworkers 1. The study also found
that nearly one-fourth of people reuse passwords between multiple work
accounts. However, more than 80% of hacking incidents can be attributed to
stolen or weak passwords. With the average American worker managing 27
online accounts 2, maintaining an efficient and secure workplace account
becomes quite burdensome.
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Benefits of Account Sharing
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Can easily manage individuals’ access to specific files and information
Can circumvent possibly lengthy account verification and approval processes
Centralized location for files; easily accessible
Can be less costly than individual account subscriptions

Figure 1. Login process that demonstrates
the dual-component system

• Passwords are tedious to remember; security becomes compromised when
members write down passwords or share them with other workers/accounts
• One individual can lock out everyone’s access to the account
• If passwords are required to be changed every so often, updating all the
members and having remember new passwords can be difficult
• If passwords are not required to be changed, former members can still access
the account even though they have left the group
Types of Authentication Methods

II. Objectives
To create a social authentication system that
• Is more accessible and efficient for individual users
• Cannot be locked out due to their coworkers
• Develops workgroup culture and accountability
• Does not require the use of any additional/extraneous information
• Utilizes the face-to-face interactions between coworkers
• Is dynamic; works independently of the members in the group
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Disadvantages of Account Sharing

There are three main categories that most authentication mechanisms fall under:
• Something we have (e.g. key card, phone applications)
• Advantages: easy for two-factor authentication, no additional information
• Disadvantages: can be easily stolen or lost
• Something we know (e.g. passwords, security questions, PIN numbers)
• Advantages: can be very difficult to break
• Disadvantages: sharing across multiple online accounts, can be stolen if
written down, can forget if difficult to remember or easily guessed if easy
to remember or short in length
• Something we are (e.g. fingerprint scan, facial recognition, voice recognition)
• Advantages: unique, cannot be forgotten or stolen
• Disadvantages: sensitivity affects accuracy, no real standard, can be
difficult to implement
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Figure 2. Data generation process
for each component of the system

III. System
Design
As shown in Figure 1, the system is split into two components that appeal to
different shared interactions between members in a work group.
• Notes from meetings
• Free-response questions based on the contents of the meeting notes reflect
the security of traditional passwords
• Past conversation messages
• Select-all-that-apply questions with a mix of 14 real and generated
messages mimics the security of a 4-digit PIN number
Use cases
- In lieu of two factor authentication as an alternate/backup authorization
method for shared accounts
- Improve accountability for groups who struggle to take meeting notes and
build work group culture through emphasizing a strong sense of shared
knowledge
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- Pandas and NumPy libraries in Python to classify
words and generate messages based on specific existing
messages within a group
- HTML and JavaScript to create the webform
- Node.js to integrate components
- Collect and modify data
- Run the login process

V. Future Work
• Develop a more sophisticated sentence generation algorithm
• Classify messages based on sensitivity of content so that private
information is not revealed to users
• Compare frequency of words between channels to find group-specific
jargon
• Implement a more accurate answer verification system using fuzzy logic and
keywords
• Create a secure data storage system
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